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6.01: Introduction to EECS I

The intellectual themes in 6.01 are recurring themes in EECS:

• design of complex systems

• modeling and controlling physical systems

• augmenting physical systems with computation

• building systems that are robust to uncertainty

Intellectual themes are developed in context of a mobile robot.

Goal is to convey a distinct perspective about engineering.



6.01 Content and Pedagogy

6.01 is organized in four modules (each rep. broad area of interest):

• Software Engineering

• Signals and Systems

• Circuits

• Probability and Planning

Approach: focus on key concepts to pursue in depth
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6.01 Content and Pedagogy

6.01 is organized in four modules:

• Software Engineering

• Signals and Systems

• Circuits

• Probability and Planning

Pedagogy: practice — theory — practice

Intellectual themes are developed in context of a mobile robot.

Not a course about robots — robots provide versatile platform.



Module 1: Software Engineering

Focus on abstraction and modularity.

Topics: procedures, data structures, objects, state machines

Lab Exercises: implementing robot controllers as state machines

BrainSensorInput Action

Abstraction and Modularity: Combinators

Cascade: make new SM by cascading two SM’s

Parallel: make new SM by running two SM’s in parallel

Select: combine two inputs to get one output

Themes: PCAP

Primitives – Combination – Abstraction – Patterns



Module 2: Signals and Systems

Focus on discrete-time feedback and control.

Topics: difference equations, system functions, controllers.

Lab exercises: robotic steering

steer left

steer left

straight ahead?

steer right

steer right

steer right

straight ahead?

Themes: modeling complex systems, analyzing behaviors



Module 3: Circuits

Focus on resistive networks and op amps.

Topics: KVL, KCL, Op-Amps, Thevenin equivalents.

Lab Exercises: build robot “head”:

• motor servo controller (rotating “neck”)

• phototransistor (robot “eyes”)

• integrate to make a light tracking system

Themes: design and analysis of physical systems



Module 4: Probability and Planning

Modeling uncertainty and making robust plans.

Topics: Bayes’ theorem, search strategies

Lab exercises:

• Mapping: drive robot around unknown space and make map.

• Localization: give robot map and ask it to find where it is.

• Planning: plot a route to a goal in a maze

Themes: Robust design in the face of uncertainty



6.01 Content and Pedagogy

6.01 is organized in four modules:

• Software Engineering

• Signals and Systems

• Circuits

• Probability and Planning

Approach: focus on key concepts to pursue in depth
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Pedagogy: practice — theory — practice



Course Mechanics

• Lecture: Tue 9:30AM 10-250

• Reading (assigned on calendar web page)

• On-line tutor problems (register via 6.01 web page)

− practice concepts from lectures and readings

− prepare for software and design labs

• Software Lab: 1.5 hours in 34-501

− individual exercises, on-line checking and submission

− some problems due in lab, some due (a few days) later

• Design lab: 3 hours in 34-501

− lab work done with partner (new partner each week)

− some check-offs due in lab, some due (a week) later

• Written homework problems (4 total)

• Nano-quiz (15 minutes at the beginning of design lab)

− help keep on pace; open book; don’t be late

• Two interviews (individual)

• Two midterms and a final exam

• Advanced Lab Assistant Option



For More Information

See our website at

http://mit.edu/6.01

and/or contact

Dennis M. Freeman, freeman@mit.edu, 617-253-8795


